Abstract -This paper presents a novel neural external cavity will vary and cause fluctuation in network signal interpolation technique in order to the laser intensity. The laser intensity variation is eliminate the noise and disturbance associated with then detected by a photo diode enclosed at the rear the self-mixing signal observed from optical feedback of a typical SL package and referred to as a selfself-mixing interferometry (OFSMI). The proposed mixing signal, which is fed into signal acquisition technique aims to improve the accuracy for unit and converted into digital data. Analysis of the displacement and moving track measurement of a self-mixing signal will yield information about the target. The performance of the proposed approach is target displacement. 
eliminate the noise and disturbance associated with then detected by a photo diode enclosed at the rear the self-mixing signal observed from optical feedback of a typical SL package and referred to as a selfself-mixing interferometry (OFSMI). The proposed mixing signal, which is fed into signal acquisition technique aims to improve the accuracy for unit and converted into digital data. Analysis of the displacement and moving track measurement of a self-mixing signal will yield information about the target. The performance of the proposed approach is target displacement. evaluated by both simulation and experimentation, with simulation revealing a measuring accuracy of OFIM ffc for smonductrslasers ha ee A/25 for weak feedback and J20 for moderate feed studied for more than two decades [1] [2] [3] [4] (1) the neighbourhood signal values (referred as
impulsive noises or sparkles) and the other taking
the form of random noises. An efficient way of
removing the impulses would be utilizing a nonwhere 00 (r) and OF (r) are the laser phases linear median filter. It is important to note, however, the length of a median filter should be chosen with without acare to ensure it is not either too short which will is the round trip time between the LD and the result in filter inefficiency, nor too long which external target. C is called feedback level factor.
consequently alters the signal traits badly. In our P(r) and P0 denote the laser power with and case, the filter length of 5 points will yield without feedback respectively. m is called satisfactory outcome for weak feedback and 19 modulation index (typically mr10-3). F(r) is points for moderate feedback. On the other hand, defined by Eq. (3) and is a periodic function of x.01 period 2;T. Seemingly, once P(r) is measured in an 3.2016 OFSM experimental setup, the unperturbed laser Equations (1)- (3) as x10o Lo/io~~~~~=25000 and AL/AC =2.6 , 00=--, the self-mixing signal can be generated using (1)- (3) Figure 2. Illustration ofaneuron network and (12) with C = 0.8 , ar = 4 for weak feedback and C = 3, ar = 4 for moderate feedback. A small white noise is also added with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB to emulate the practical situation as shown in Fig. 3 Fig.   0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 (b) 4. In order to evaluate the accuracy of our method, Fig. 5 The error between recovered target movement track and we compare the reconstructed moving track with its the real track (a) weak feedback (b) moderate feedback real counterpart and the error is plotted in Fig. 5 I V waveforms of the SMS in weak feedback and -0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 moderate feedback are shown in Fig. 7 . Sparkles (b) and random noised are significant in both signals. respectively. It can be found that the random noise present in the moderate feedback SMS is still significant. Fig. 8 
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